
163 Phat Kicks & 93 Drop Synths/fx & loops 

 

The godfather of Kickdrum sample libraries is back,programmed by Team Bastian (Musical 

Freedom,Armada,Audentity) 

The brandnew PART 3 has more samples than ever: an astonishing 163 Phatt Kickdrum, 51 Synth & 

Bassloops and 42 (layered) SynthShots & FX are inside this pack. 

Create your next Festival or Ibiza anthem now! 

 

It's predecessor charted 3 months in the Beatport Sounds Top 10,so Phatt Kicks In Key has become so much 

more than a simple bassdrum packs. 

The previous versions has been used by so many producers already and has inspired them to create the best 

EDM tracks and this is not without any reason.  

The samples in Phatt Kicks In Key have been created through a new advanced kind of synthesis with new 

layering techniques to produce kicks,loops and EDM samples with  an amazing punch and clarity. 

 

Every kick in the pack has been labeled with it's base key note sound so they fit so much better along side 

your basslines and melodies which will result in a much better mix. 

In this new pack we created a bigger key range than ever before,so you can use our kicks for every song and 

every chord structure. 

 

And if that wasn’t enough,we also included a fantastic folder with new Synth & Bass loops and 

SynthShots,you can drop these in your fav DAW or sampler and get the best Festival drop ever or use our 

new bassline loops to create something unique,the next Ibiza anthem probably?  

If you are into EDM Festival anthems,Electro or Progressive House,Melbourne Bounce,Deep House, it’s all 

here. 

Influenced by artists like Axwell,Martin Garrix,Deorro,Showtek,R3hab,Hardwell,Dimitri Vangelis and so 

many more 

 

Why waste any time creating your own kickdrum? You can’t get these sounds anywhere else,if you are into 

cool, grown-up EDM music, you can't afford to miss this!  

 



 

 

Phatt Kicks In Key 3 contains:     

* 163 Booming Kicks  

*   35 Synth/Bassloops 

*   35 Special Drop and Synth sounds 

*   16 Kick Loops 

*     7 Fx 

 

24 bit WAV,  

Programmed by Team Bastian 


